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Welcome
Elections Ontario is a

We are committed to making voting easy and

non-partisan office of the

the integrity, security and transparency of the

accessible for all electors, and maintaining

Legislative Assembly of

electoral process. By using the Ready, Set, Vote!

Ontario responsible for

learn more about elections as they discover how

administering provincial
elections in Ontario, led by
the Chief Electoral Officer.

Election Kit in your classroom, students will
the voting process works and why they should
exercise this important responsibility and right.
Before European people came to Canada, many
different Indigenous peoples governed their
regions using many different political systems,
including democracy 1. Elections Ontario
acknowledges that the land it operates on is the
traditional territory of many nations, and is home
to many diverse Indigenous people from across
Turtle Island.

1. Library of Parliament. (2021). Democracy defined. Democracy Defined | Our Country, Our Parliament. Retrieved September 22, 2021, from
https://lop.parl.ca/About/Parliament/Education/OurCountryOurParliament/html_booklet/democracy-defined-e.html.
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Introduction
This hands-on activity kit will help you hold

Once the candidates have been chosen and a

an election simulation in your classroom so

class debate has taken place, students will be

students can learn more about voting and

able to vote for the candidate of their choice

Ontario’s democratic processes.

using the ballot templates provided in the kit.

It is designed to align with the Grade 10 Civics

After the election, use the student worksheets

and Citizenship curriculum while also fitting

in the kit to talk with students about the

other subject and grade levels.

experience. An in-class discussion activity and

The kit includes the materials, roles and
steps you’ll need to hold the election. Fillable
templates for ID, ballots, voters lists, and results
tally sheets have been included with the kit.
There are guides for creating your own ballot
box and voting screens.

an enrichment activity have also been included
to get students thinking about their future
as voters.

In this kit:
• Instructions and materials to hold a

The steps will walk you through setting up your
classroom for the election, having students
create their own ID, and getting student
volunteers to act as election officials. You can

mock election
• Student discussion questions
• Class and take-home activities

also choose between a short and long activity

• Teacher assessment guide

for selecting candidates, depending on what

• Glossary of election terms

works best for your class.
In the short activity, students will volunteer
to run as candidates within a single electoral
district based on a platform they have put
together. The class will have two voting locations
with the same list of candidates at each location.
In the long activity, students will be put into
groups that represent political parties. The class
will be divided into two electoral districts, and
each political party will develop a platform and
choose two members to run as candidates (one
for each electoral district). Each electoral district
will have its own list of candidates and its own
voting location.
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Curriculum connections
A1. Political inquiry: use the political inquiry
process and the concepts of political thinking
when investigating issues, events, and
developments of civic importance.

A2. Developing transferable skills: apply in
everyday contexts skills developed through
investigations related to civics and citizenship
education and identify some careers in which
civics and citizenship education might be
an asset.

A2.2 Demonstrate in everyday contexts
attributes, skills, and work habits developed
in civics and citizenship education (e.g., listen
respectfully to the position of others during
conversations; collaborate with peers to
organize an event in their school; assess the
credibility of information in a news story; voice
informed opinions when engaging
in discussions).

B3. Rights and responsibilities: analyse key
rights and responsibilities associated with
citizenship, in both the Canadian and global
context, and some ways in which these rights
are protected.

B3.2 Analyse key responsibilities associated
with Canadian citizenship (e.g., voting,
obeying the law, paying taxes, jury duty,
protecting Canada’s cultural heritage and
natural environment, helping others in
the community).

Secondary level
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Holding the election
Here is what you need to get started:

Materials

The Returning Officer is the local

The following materials are included in this kit:

coordinating the election in their area.

election officer responsible for

• Ballots

teacher or a student volunteer.

• Voters list
• ID slips (at secondary levels, you may use
student ID cards instead)
• Results sheet
You will also need to supply:

For this activity, this could be the
Returning Officer and election
official duties
• The Returning Officer is
responsible for overseeing the
election and making sure the

• Ballot box

voting process is followed. They

• Voting screen

also announce the results to the

• Pencils or markers
• Two voting tables

Roles
• Voters (the whole class)
• Two or more candidates
• Two election officials
• A Returning Officer

class after the election.
• While the class discusses issues,
the Returning Officer and
election officials are neutral. They
do not take a side on the issue
and do not join the discussion.
However, they do vote and
should be included on the voters
list and have ID.
• Election officials are responsible
for checking the ID of voters,
striking them off the voters list
and giving out ballots. Once
everyone has voted, election
officials count how many votes
each candidate has received.
They give these results to the
Returning Officer for review.
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Before class

During class

1. Print enough ID slips for each student. You
may use student ID cards instead.

1. If a student is going to be the Returning
Officer, ask for a volunteer for that role first.

2. Set up at least two voting stations with a
ballot box, results sheet, voting screen, and
marker. In the short activity, each station is
a voting location. In the long activity, each
station represents an electoral district,
which will each have its own voting location.
3. Assign students to one of the two voting

If not, the teacher carries out these duties.
2. The Returning Officer chooses two student
volunteers to help as election officials.
3. The Returning Officer distributes ID slips to
students and has them fill out the slip. This
is their ID to vote. A student ID card may be
used instead.

stations (short activity) or electoral districts
(long activity).
4. Enter the names of the students assigned to
vote at each table into the voters list
templates and print one copy of each list.
Place the list on the corresponding table
with a pen.

During a real election, voters must show
ID proving their name and address
to vote. If a voter is registered on the
voters list, they will be mailed a voter
information card during an election
telling them when and where to vote.
They should bring this card with them
when they vote, but it is not necessary

Ontario is divided into geographic areas

to have a voter information card to vote.

called electoral districts. Each electoral
district is represented in the provincial
government by the Member of Provincial
Parliament elected for that district

Secondary level
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Option 1: Short Activity

4. Ask the class for volunteers who believe
strongly in their position to be candidates.

CANDIDATE NOMINATIONS

Make sure you have at least two students

In this activity, the class will be divided between
two voting stations. There will be one set of
candidates for the class, and each candidate
puts together their own platform.

willing to be candidates. The students
should represent different arguments on the
topic chosen in step one.
5. Add the candidates’ names to the ballots

1. Pick a topic that students would have
multiple perspectives on. This could be a
school-based or social issue that is relevant
to students. Some examples are:
• Should students wear uniforms?
• Should there be vending machines
in schools?

and print enough for the class, with a few
extra. Divide the ballots between the
election officials.
6. The candidates stand at the front of the
class together. This is the debate. Each has
two minutes to convince the class to vote
for their position.
7. The class gets ten minutes to ask the

• Should high school students have
a curfew?

candidates about their position. Students
should use the questions they formulated

2. Explain to students that often elections are
centred around a particular political issue.
Whatever issue is selected to be the focus
of this election will simulate a political issue
that all parties would need to address.

on their “My Perspective” worksheets.
Consider appointing one student as debate
moderator to select students to question
the candidates and to time the debate.
Candidates should get 30 seconds to
1 minute to reply to questions.

3. Give students some time to write down
their position on the topic as well as their
rationale on the student worksheet, “My
Perspective.” They should try to provide as
much as evidence as possible to defend
their perspective. This may mean using
firsthand experiences as well as general
research. (Note: you may want to start this
activity and then allow students time to
work independently on this worksheet
rather than completing this all during one
period of class).
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Option 2: Long Activity

3. Give students some time to write down
their position on the topic as well as their

CANDIDATE NOMINATIONS

rationale on the student worksheet, “My

In this activity, the class will be divided in half
into two electoral districts (divide the class
into two, using desks or tables). Each electoral
district will have its own set of candidates,
chosen by the party. Assign one election official
to each district.

Perspective”. They should try to provide as
much as evidence as possible to defend
their perspective. This may mean using
firsthand experiences as well as general
research. (Note: you may want to start this
activity and then allow students time to
work independently on this worksheet

1. Pick a topic that students would have

rather than completing this all during one

multiple perspectives on. This could be a
school-based or social issue that is relevant
to students. Some examples are:

period of class).
4. Next, in a whole group discussion, identify
several positions on the topic and divide the

• Should students wear uniforms?

class into groups. Assign a position to each

• Should there be vending machines
in schools?

of the groups except for one.
5. Groups that have been assigned a position

• Should high school students have
a curfew?

are political parties. The groups should
discuss all the points and evidence they
produced on their “My Perspective”

* Teacher Note: these questions are designed

worksheets and come to a consensus on

to elicit varied positions and not just a

why their position is important. Each group

Yes/No response. For example, the last

should complete the “Political Platform”

question could elicit perspectives such as

worksheet to capture their thinking. Tell the

agreeing with mandatory courses, rejecting

groups this will become their platform that

mandatory courses in favour of student

will be presented to the class.

choice, agreeing with certain mandatory
courses but not others, agreeing with
mandatory courses in junior but not senior
grades, modifying the current list of

6. The group that has not been assigned a
position is a group of undecided voters.
While the other groups are discussing their
position and creating their platform, this

mandatory credits, or even students
creating their own courses of study, etc.
2. Explain to students that often elections are

group should discuss the issue from all
angles and formulate as many questions as
possible to ask the candidates. This group

centred around a particular political issue.

should complete the “Formulating

Whatever issue is selected above to be the

Questions” worksheet. They do not need to

focus of this election will simulate a political

reach an agreement on the issue, but their

issue that all parties would need to address.

questions should be designed to help them
take a final position.
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7. Students in political party groups should
choose two members of their party to be
the candidates and decide in which
electoral district each candidate should run.
• Prepare two sets of ballots—one for
each electoral district. Add the
candidates’ names for one electoral
district to the ballots and print

VOTING
For both the short and long activity, have the class
vote on the platforms the candidates presented.
1. The candidates return to their seats
following questions. The campaign is now
finished, and voting begins.
2. The election officials take their seats at

enough for half the class, with a few

the two voting stations (one for each

extra. Give these ballots to the

electoral district).

corresponding election official. Do the
same for the second electoral district.
• The candidates stand at the front of
the class together. This is the debate.
Each has two minutes to convince the
class to vote for their position.
• The class gets an agreed upon time
limit to ask the candidates about their
position (e.g., 15 minutes). Consider
appointing one student as debate
moderator to select students to
question the candidates and to time
the debate. Candidates should get 30
seconds to 1 minute to reply to

3. Students line up for their assigned table
with their ID.
4. One at a time, the students go to their
assigned table and show their ID to the
election official.
5. The election official checks that their name is
on the voters list and runs a line through their
name with a ruler and pen to strike them off
the voters list. Being “struck off” the voters
list means you have received your ballot to
vote and cannot vote again in the election.
6. The election official then folds a ballot in
half and gives it to the student.

questions. Students should use the
questions they formulated on their
“My Perspective” worksheets.
* Teacher Note: the undecided voters
group should use the Group Worksheet,
“Undecided Voters: Formulating Questions”
to briefly record responses during
the debate.
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7. The student takes the ballot and goes

mistake on a ballot and approach an

behind the voting screen to mark it in

official for a replacement. Make sure

private. See below for the different ways

officials have the list below for

students can mark their ballots.

reference as they are running the
voting process.

a. Please note, you may want to have
designated students mark their ballots

8. The student folds the ballot, so no one can

in the ways listed below so your

see how they voted, and takes it back to the

election officials can experience the

election official, who directs them to put it

different scenarios. For example, a

in the ballot box.

designated student can make a

Before voting, let students know about the
different ways they can mark their ballot
and remind them that how they choose to
vote is up to them.

UNMARKED BALLOTS
A ballot will be counted in the results as
“unmarked” if no mark has been made
by the voter on the ballot and it has been
deposited into the ballot box.

MARKING A BALLOT FOR
A CANDIDATE

REJECTED BALLOTS

To vote for a candidate, students

A ballot may be counted as rejected in the

should mark an X in the circle beside

results if it is marked with initials or another

the candidate’s name.

identifying mark, or marked outside of one

DECLINING A BALLOT

of the circles beside the candidates’ names.

Voters in Ontario have the right to decline

IF THEY MAKE A MISTAKE

their ballot. This is a public process and is
done out loud. If a student wants to decline
their ballot, they can tell the election

If a student makes a mistake while marking
their ballot, they can take their ballot to the
election official and ask for a replacement.

official this.

The election official will write “cancelled”

The election official will strike their name

on the ballot and issue the voter a new

off the voters list and write “declined” on

ballot. Cancelled ballots are kept separate

their ballot. The ballot will be kept separate

but are not part of the results.

and recorded separately in the results.

Secondary level
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RESULTS

5. The Returning Officer will announce the

Once all students have voted, including the

official results to the class.

election officials and Returning Officer, the

* Teacher Note: while the ballots are being

election officials will open the ballot box to

counted, consider showing the class the

count the ballots.

Elections Ontario voter registration website.

Make sure any leftover or cancelled ballots have
been cleared from the table, so they are not
accidentally counted.

Explain to students that this is where voters
add, update, or confirm their information on
the voters list or the Ontario Register of
Future Voters.

1. On the results sheet, the election official will
list the names of the candidates and record
how many votes each candidate received.*
2. If any ballots have been declined, the

• If any students are 16 or 17 years old,
let them know that they might be
eligible to add themselves to the
Ontario Register of Future Voters.

election official will record the number on

Being on the register means they

the results sheet.

will be automatically added to the

3. If any ballots have been marked incorrectly,
or not marked at all, the election official will
record the number of rejected or unmarked

provincial voters list when they
turn 18. They can register at
eregistration.elections.on.ca.

ballots in the results sheet. If a ballot isn’t
marked properly, it is up to the election
official to decide if it should be counted or
rejected. Candidates have the option to
challenge the official’s decision and
make their case, but ultimately it is up
to the official.
4. The election official will give the results
sheet and the ballots (back in the ballot
box) to the Returning Officer.
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Post-election Discussion
Activity

• Set a timer for 45 seconds for each
round of questions. Call out a question
number and then start the timer
for students with that question to

1. After the election, display the following

respond in their small groups. While

questions* in a visible location. Print the

each designated student is

questions on slips of paper for the next

responding, the others in the small

step. See Appendix D “Consolidation

group cannot interrupt or comment.

Questions” for question strips that can be
copied for this activity.

• Continue until all students in each
group have responded to a question.

• What did you think about the mock
election process? What parts

• Discuss as a whole class; students

were easy or difficult? What could

should reference points made in their

be better?

small group discussions.

• What helped you decide how to vote?

3. Next, complete an A-to-Z summary with the

Did you already have an opinion on

whole class. This can be completed digitally

the topic? Did a candidate’s

(i.e., through Google Docs) or on a large

presentation change your opinion?

piece of paper in the classroom.

• After the activity, do you feel more
comfortable voting? Why or why not?
• How does voting help shape a

• Each student is assigned a letter as a
sentence starter.
• Each student must compose a one

community? What other ways can you

sentence summary about the voting

participate in your community?

process that reflects their learning

* See page 12 for “Other Possible Discussion
Questions” that can be used for this activity
2. Group students into groups of two or four
for this step.

from the voting simulation.
• Note: you may wish to omit the “X” or
make it a challenge for a selected
student (a possible sentence is “X”
marks the candidate of your choice in

• Students will randomly pick questions

a properly completed ballot).

out of a hat, bucket, bag or whatever
works for your classroom. Each
student should have a question that
has a number. (See appendix D for
sample questions set out into paper
slips that can be photocopied; see
below for other sets of questions that
can be used.)

Secondary level
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Other Possible
Discussion Questions
These discussion questions offer a chance for
students to revisit each step of the activity and
think about different scenarios.

3. If you hadn’t been assigned a position on
the topic, would it have been easy or
difficult to develop a platform that you all
agreed on?

VOTER PARTICIPATION
1. What would have changed if only some of

ELECTORAL DISTRICTS

the class voted?

When deciding electoral district boundaries,
independent boundary commissions try to keep
the number of voters in each electoral district
about the same.
In some cases, they might also have to consider:

2. What are some reasons people might not
show up to vote?
3. What would you say to them to convince
them their vote matters?

ELECTION INTEGRITY

• Geography

1. Why is it important to balance election

• Community history

integrity and accessibility by allowing

• Community interests

different types of ID to vote?

• Minority representation and

2. Why is our vote secret? What would happen

community identity
1. Why are these factors important? What
other factors could be important for
deciding electoral district boundaries?
2. What might be an unfair way to decide

if we voted by raising our hands publicly?
3. What are some of the difficulties voters
could experience while trying to vote? How
can voting be made easier for them?

electoral district boundaries?
3. What would happen if boundaries were
drawn to get a certain result?

CANDIDATE NOMINATIONS AND
POLITICAL PARTIES
1. What if candidates were randomly selected
instead of asked to volunteer?
2. What character traits are often associated
with political leaders? How can we
encourage representation from a wider
range of leaders?
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Assessment
Criteria

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Knowledge

Responses

Responses

Responses show

Responses

Understanding of

show minimal

show some

considerable

show thorough

responsibilities

understanding

understanding

understanding

understanding

of citizens

of voting

of voting

of voting

of voting

and political

responsibilities

responsibilities

responsibilities

responsibilities

perspective

and political

and political

and political

and political

perspective

perspective

perspective

perspective

Thinking

Responses

Responses reveal

Responses reveal

Responses

Responses are

reveal minimum

some planning

considerable

reveal thorough

well planned and

planning and

and critical

planning and

planning and

reveal critical

critical thinking

thinking

critical thinking

critical thinking

Communication

Responses

Ideas are

Ideas are well

Thorough

Organization of

would benefit

somewhat

organized

organization

ideas in written

from better

organized

form

organization

results in clear

to improve

communication

thinking of the
voting process
and political
perspective

of ideas

communication

Application

Makes minimal

Makes some

Makes

Makes thorough

Applies learning

connections

connections

considerable

connections

from mock

between mock

between mock

connections

between mock

election to make

election lesson

election lesson

between mock

election lesson

connections

and the electoral

and the electoral

election lesson

and the electoral

to real world

process

process

and the electoral

process

process

electoral process
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Materials
• ID templates
• Ballot template
• Voters list templates
• Result tally sheet template
• Ballot box guide
• Voting screen guide
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et cette carte quand vous irez voter.

AVIS
D’ENREGISTREMENT

Jour de l’élection

Heures de scrutin

POLL NUMBER /
BUREAU DE VOTE:

you go to vote.

NOTICE
OF REGISTRATION

Election Day

Voting Hours

ELECTORAL DISTRICT /
CIRCONSCRIPTION
ÉLECTORALE:

Veuillez apporter vos pièces d’itentité

et cette carte quand vous irez voter.

Please take your ID and this card when

you go to vote.

YOU VOTE AT/
VOUS VOYEZ AU

Veuillez apporter vos pièces d’itentité

Please take your ID and this card when

YOU VOTE AT/
VOUS VOYEZ AU

POLL NUMBER /
BUREAU DE VOTE:

ELECTORAL DISTRICT /
CIRCONSCRIPTION
ÉLECTORALE:

information révisée et
remplace toute autre carte
déjà reçue.

information and replaces any
other card you may
have received.

information révisée et
remplace toute autre carte
déjà reçue.

information and replaces any
other card you may
have received.

REVISED/RÉVISÉE

Cette carte contient une

This card contains revised

1681477

REVISED/RÉVISÉE

Cette carte contient une

This card contains revised

Jour de l’élection

Election Day

you go to vote.

Please take your ID and this card when

ELECTORAL DISTRICT /
CIRCONSCRIPTION
ÉLECTORALE:

et cette carte quand vous irez voter.

Veuillez apporter vos pièces d’itentité

YOU VOTE AT/
VOUS VOYEZ AU

POLL NUMBER /
BUREAU DE VOTE:

Heures de scrutin

AVIS
D’ENREGISTREMENT

NOTICE
OF REGISTRATION

Voting Hours

et cette carte quand vous irez voter.

Veuillez apporter vos pièces d’itentité

YOU VOTE AT/
VOUS VOYEZ AU

POLL NUMBER /
BUREAU DE VOTE:

you go to vote.

Please take your ID and this card when

ELECTORAL DISTRICT /
CIRCONSCRIPTION
ÉLECTORALE:

Heures de scrutin

Heures de scrutin

Voting Hours

Voting Hours

Jour de l’élection

Election Day

Jour de l’élection

Election Day
1681477

AVIS
D’ENREGISTREMENT

NOTICE
OF REGISTRATION

AVIS
D’ENREGISTREMENT

NOTICE
OF REGISTRATION

déjà reçue.

remplace toute autre carte

information révisée et

Cette carte contient une

déjà reçue.

remplace toute autre carte

information révisée et

Cette carte contient une

REVISED/RÉVISÉE

have received.

other card you may

information and replaces any

This card contains revised

1681477

REVISED/RÉVISÉE

have received.

other card you may

information and replaces any

This card contains revised

1681477

ID template

Ballot template
Copy the number of ballots you will need for your class. If there are fewer than six candidates, you may cut
the ballots down to the required size.
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Candidate 1

Candidate 1

Candidate 2

Candidate 2

Candidate 3

Candidate 3

Candidate 4

Candidate 4

Candidate 5

Candidate 5

Candidate 6

Candidate 6

Candidate 1

Candidate 1

Candidate 2

Candidate 2

Candidate 3

Candidate 3

Candidate 4

Candidate 4

Candidate 5

Candidate 5

Candidate 6

Candidate 6
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Voters list template
The Poll Official should have a copy of the voters list.
The Poll Official crosses the voter’s name off of the voters list with a ruler and writes the voter’s name and
the voter’s number on the “Poll Record.” When the voter deposits their ballot put an x under Voted beside
the voter’s name.
Electoral district – name of school or organization
Municipality

Urban

Number

Rural

Polling division no. – Grade

Name of elector

1Voted

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
Certified as to completeness and correctness

Date

Signature(s) of teacher(s)/group leader(s)

Secondary level
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Result tally sheet template
Returning Officer (teacher’s name): _________________________________________________
Voting Location (name of class): ___________________________________________________
Use the table below to tally the votes in your Election Simulation (mock election). Write in the name of
each candidate. Beside each name, indicate the number of votes for that candidate.
Count total
Number of ballots cast for candidate #1
Number of ballots cast for candidate #2
Number of ballots cast for candidate #3
Number of ballots cast for candidate #4
Number of rejected ballots:
(ballots that have an improper marking—not an “X”)
Number of unmarked ballots:
(ballots placed in ballot box that do not have any marking on them)
Total number of ballots cast

Number of ballots not used:

(This is the total number of
ballots that were prepared for the

Total number of ballots cast:

“mock” election.)

Total (box 1):

Total (box 2):

The figure in Box 1 should equal the figure in Box 2.
Signature of Poll Official (student assigned to be poll official): ___________________________
Date: ________________________
When Resource Sheet 4.3 Running an Election Ballot Tally is completed, the Poll Official gives it to the teacher. (The teacher is the Returning Officer.) The Poll
Official must also give a copy of the Ballot Tally Sheet to the Scrutineer (or Candidate’s Representative in a federal election) for each political party. Remind
students to keep the results confidential until the winner is declared.
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Voting screen guide
What to do
As shown in the POLLING PLACE LAYOUT, a polling
booth must have a voting screen so that voters
can mark their ballot in secret. Using the dimensions
indicated here, have a student construct a
voting screen from cardboard for use in your
Election Simulation.

Ballot box guide
What to do
As shown in the POLLING PLACE LAYOUT, a polling
place must have a ballot box. An official ballot box
would look something like the image on the right.
For your election simulation, you could have a
student construct a cardboard replica of this ballot
box. A simple box with a slot in the lid for ballots
would also work.To make it more like a real election,
place a ballot box cover over the slot. This can be a
piece of cardboard cut to be about the same size as
the top of the ballot box.
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Glossary
Find definitions for
election terms.

DECLINED BALLOT

ADVANCE VOTING

done out loud. The election official will mark

Advance voting is a set number of days during
the election period where you can vote in person
before election day using a ballot with a list
of candidates.

Ontario’s election law allows voters to decline
their ballot. This is a public process and is
“declined” on the election documentation and
the ballot will be placed in an envelope for
declined ballots. Declined ballots will be counted
and reported after the polls close on election
night and included in the official results as

BALLOT

“declined ballots”.

A ballot is a piece of paper that lists the

ELECTION DAY

candidates and their political parties (if
applicable) who are running for office. To vote
for a candidate, mark an X on the ballot in the
white circle beside the name of the candidate of
your choice.

An election period ends with election day, which
is the last day to vote in an election.

ELECTION PERIOD
The election period begins the day the writ is

CANDIDATE

issued and ends on election day.

A candidate is a person running to be a Member

ELECTOR

of Provincial Parliament, who has been issued
a Certificate of Nomination from a Returning
Officer or the Chief Electoral Officer during the
election period.

An elector is a person who is eligible to vote in
an Ontario provincial election. To be eligible, you
must be at least 18 years old, a Canadian citizen
and a resident of Ontario.

CHIEF ELECTORAL OFFICER
The Chief Electoral Officer (CEO) is an Officer of
the Legislative Assembly of Ontario, appointed
by the Lieutenant Governor in Council to
oversee provincial elections in Ontario.

ELECTORAL DISTRICT
A geographical area of the province defined in
the Representation Act that is represented by
a Member of Provincial Parliament (MPP) in the
Legislative Assembly of Ontario.

MAJORITY GOVERNMENT
When the total number of government seats
in the house exceeds the total number of
opposition seats.
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MARKED BALLOT

POLITICAL PARTY

A marked ballot is one that has an X in one

A political party is an organization that is

of the circles next to the candidates’ names.

registered with Elections Ontario and has run at

Marked ballots will be counted and reported

least two candidates in an election.

after the polls close on election night and
included in the official results as accepted

REJECTED BALLOT

ballots marked for candidate.

If a voter marks their ballot with initials or
another identifying mark, or marks outside of

MINORITY GOVERNMENT

one of the circles beside the candidates’ names,

When the total number of opposition seats

their ballot may be rejected. Rejected ballots will

in the house exceeds the total number of

be counted and reported after the polls close on

government seats.

election night and included in the official results
as “rejected ballots”.

OFFICIAL TABULATION
During official tabulation, the Returning Officer

RETURNING OFFICER

compiles the results for each candidate from the

A Returning Officer is the election official who

results tabulated by election officials on election

is appointed to administer an election in an

night. At the conclusion of the official tabulation,

electoral district by the Lieutenant Governor in

each Returning Officer declares the candidate

Council (the Cabinet) upon the recommendation

with the most votes to be elected. Candidates or

of the Chief Electoral Officer.

their designated representatives are invited to
official tabulation to observe the proceedings.

UNMARKED BALLOT
If a voter does not mark their ballot and places

PERMANENT REGISTER OF
ELECTORS FOR ONTARIO

it in the ballot box, the ballot will be considered
unmarked.

The Permanent Register of Electors for Ontario
(PREO), more commonly known as the voters

VOTER

list, includes the names and addresses of

A voter is an elector who accepts a ballot from

people who are eligible to vote in Ontario.
Information on the register is updated from a
variety of sources including Elections Canada,
other government agencies, and through direct
updates from electors.

an election official.

VOTERS LIST
The voters list is the common way of referring to
the Permanent Register of Electors for Ontario.

When an election is called, information from
the Permanent Register of Electors for Ontario is

VOTING LOCATION

used to create the voters list for each

A building or other facility selected by a

electoral district.

Returning Officer to be a location where voting
takes place.
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Appendix A
Student worksheet – MY PERSPECTIVE
Topic:

My perspective:
A perspective is your position on an
issue. This has to do with your values and
beliefs in relation to the issue as well as
conclusions you reach after considering
other sources.
Reasons to support my perspective:
What are the major reasons behind your
beliefs on the issue? List them in point form.
Do this before performing any research or
talking to others about the issue.
Evidence to support my perspective:

Evidence #1:

Conduct some general research using
reliable online sources like newspapers and

Source #1:

academic websites.
List relevant evidence in point form as well

Evidence #2:

as your sources
Source #2:

Sentence wrap-up:
Sum up your thinking in three sentences
or less.

3 Questions
Prepare for the debate by formulating
three questions to ask the candidates about
the issue.
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Appendix B
Group worksheet – POLITICAL PLATFORM
Party name:
Candidates’ names for election:
Our position on the issue:
State your party’s position in
3 sentences or less.

Most convincing evidence
Using group members’ rationales
and evidence, select 3-4 most
convincing reasons that your
party’s position is the best.

Questions and answers from

Possible question:

other parties
Brainstorm possible questions

Our answer:

your party will be asked
during the debate and prepare
your responses.

Possible question:
Our answer:
Possible question:
Our answer:

Appeal to undecided voters
Why should someone vote
for you? Make your final
appeal here.
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Appendix C
Group worksheet – UNDECIDED VOTERS
Election Issue:

Summarize the various positions on the issue
identified in the whole class discussion:

Consider both sides of the issue being debated in the election by creating a
pro/con list to help you think critically about the issue.
PRO

CON

QUESTIONS
As a group of undecided voters, formulate questions you need answered by the candidates that would help
you decide how to vote on the issue. Briefly record the candidate responses during the debate.

Question:

Candidate response:

Question:

Candidate response:

Question:

Candidate response:

Question:

Candidate response:

Question:

Candidate response:
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Appendix D
Consolidation questions
These questions strips can be cut up and handed to partners or groups. Recall, there are additional
questions you may use, which are listed under the Post-Election Discussion Activity section.

1. What did you think about the mock election

1. What did you think about the mock election

process? What parts were easy or difficult? What

process? What parts were easy or difficult? What

could be better?

could be better?

2. What helped you decide how to vote? Did you

2. What helped you decide how to vote? Did you

already have an opinion on the topic? Did a

already have an opinion on the topic? Did a

candidate’s presentation change your opinion?

candidate’s presentation change your opinion?

3. After the activity, do you feel more comfortable
voting? Why or why not?

3. After the activity, do you feel more comfortable
voting? Why or why not?

4. How does voting help shape a community?

4. How does voting help shape a community?

What other ways can you participate in

What other ways can you participate in

your community?

your community?

1. What did you think about the mock election

1. What did you think about the mock election

process? What parts were easy or difficult? What

process? What parts were easy or difficult? What

could be better?

could be better?

2. What helped you decide how to vote? Did you

2. What helped you decide how to vote? Did you

already have an opinion on the topic? Did a

already have an opinion on the topic? Did a

candidate’s presentation change your opinion?

candidate’s presentation change your opinion?

3. After the activity, do you feel more comfortable
voting? Why or why not?

4. How does voting help shape a community?

3. After the activity, do you feel more comfortable
voting? Why or why not?

4. How does voting help shape a community?

What other ways can you participate in

What other ways can you participate in

your community?

your community?
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Appendix E
Whole class A to Z summary
Compose a one-sentence summary below of your learning from the election simulation starting with
your assigned letter. This will act as a review for the whole class. Your teacher will assign your letter
to you.
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z
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Appendix F
Extension activity – POLITICAL PERSPECTIVE
Political perspective is a concept of political

3. Once students have completed the first

thinking. “This concept requires students to

round of perspective taking, they can move

analyse the beliefs and values of various groups,

to the next round. In this round, every group

including different governments, in local,

must have each perspective in it and

national, and/or global communities. Students

students share with others what their

analyse how these beliefs and values, as well

assigned group’s position was on the issue,

as political ideologies, can affect one’s position

based on their research. You may wish to

on or response to issues of civic importance.

manage this by allotting a specific amount

Students also develop their awareness of how

of time for each perspective (i.e., start with

stakeholder groups with different perspectives

a designated perspective for two minutes—

can influence the policies and platforms

during that time, each group’s student

of political parties and the decisions of

assigned to that perspective will then share

governments” (The Ontario Curriculum,

their thinking).

Grades 9 and 10, Civics and Citizenship).

4. Once students have all shared perspectives

This activity will help students to analyse one of

with each other, lead a brief whole group

the election issues from this voting simulation

discussion to review all the different

from the perspective of different groups.

opinions and positions on the issue.

1. Create groups of students. You may wish to
number students from one to six. All the
ones can be small business owners, the
twos can be high school students, etc.

Highlight tensions and opposing viewpoints,
as well as consensus where possible.
5. Students can then complete the exit card
to conclude the activity and provide you
with important assessment data on

2. Students should form groups of their

student learning.

assigned perspective and begin to
brainstorm and research what their group’s
position would be on the issue using the
worksheet, ‘Political Perspective’.
a. This can involve online research. It is
recommended that you review basic
research skills with students to help
them understand how to identify
reliable sources.
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Perspective #1:

Perspective #6:

Perspective #2:

Question?

Perspective #5:

Perspective #3:

Perspective #4:

Assigned group:
What is your group’s perspective on
the issue?
Brainstorm together as a group to discuss,
complete research using reliable sources to
help with your thinking

Which other groups had a similar
perspective to yours? Which
were opposing?
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Exit card
Based on your learning from this activity, respond to the questions below.

Q1
What shapes someone’s
political perspective?

Q2
What are the
consequences of
not considering the
perspectives of others?

Q3
If you were the leader
in charge of making
this decision, which
perspectives would you
consider more heavily
when making your
decision? Why?
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